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ABSTRACT: It is common that the objects in a spatial database e.g., zoo, restaurants, hotels, schools are associated 
with keyword(s) to indicate their businesses, services, features. An interesting problem known as Closest Keywords 
search is to query objects, called keyword cover, which together cover a set of query keywords and have the 
minimum inter-objects distance. In recent years, we observe the increasing availability and importance of keyword 
rating in object evaluation for the better decision making. This motivates us to investigate a generic version of 
Closest Keywords search called Best Keyword Cover which considers inter-objects distance as well as the keyword 
rating of objects.  To attack this drawback system proposed much more scalable algorithms Brute force and shortest 
path . Compared to the baseline algorithm, keyword-NNE algorithm significantly reduces the number of candidate 
keyword covers generated. The in-depth analysis and extensive experiments on real data sets have justified the 
superiority of our proposed algorithms. The  keyword-NNE algorithm which shows the inter- nodes distances. The 
proposed  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
An increasing number of applications require the efficient execution of nearest neighbor (NN) queries constrained 
by the properties of the spatial objects. Due to the popularity of keyword search, particularly on the Internet, many 
of these applications allow the user to provide a list of keywords that the spatial objects (henceforth referred to 
simply as objects) should contain, in their description or other attribute. For example, online yellow pages allow 
users to specify an address and a set of keywords, and return businesses whose description contains these keywords, 
ordered by their distance to the specified address location. As another example, real estate web sites allow users to 
search for properties with specific keywords in their description and rank them according to their distance from a 
specified location. We call such queries spatial keyword queries. A spatial keyword query consists of a query area 
and a set of keywords. The answer is a list of objects ranked according to a combination of their distance to the 
query area and the relevance of their text description to the query keywords. A simple yet popular variant, which is 
used in our running example, is the distance-first spatial keyword query, where objects are ranked by distance and 
keywords are applied as a conjunctive filter to eliminate objects that do not contain them. Which is our running 
example, displays a dataset of fictitious hotels with their spatial coordinates and a set of descriptive attributes (name, 
amenities)? An example of a spatial keyword query is “find the nearest hotels to point that contain keywords internet 
and pool”. The top result of this query is the hotel object. Unfortunately there is no efficient support for top-k spatial 
keyword queries, where a prefix of the results list is required. Instead, current systems use ad-hoc combinations of 
nearest neighbor (NN) and keyword search techniques to tackle the problem.  
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II. RELATED WORK 
  

This problem has unique value in various applications because users’ requirements are often expressed as multiple 
keywords. For example, a tourist who plans to visit a city may have particular shopping, dining and accommodation 
needs. It is desirable that all these needs can be satisfied without long distance traveling. Due to the remarkable 
value in practice, several variants of spatial keyword search problem have been studied. The works aim to find a 
number of individual objects, each of which is close to a query location and the associated keywords (or called 
document) are very relevant to a set of query keywords (or called query document). 
 
1. IRTree: An efficient index for geographic document search.  From This Paper we Referred- 
 
Given a geographic query that is composed of query keywords and a location, a geographic search engine 
retrievesdocuments that are the most textually and spatially relevant to the query keywords and the location, 
respectively, and ranks theretrieved documents according to their joint textual and spatial relevance’s to the query. 
The lack of an efficient index that cansimultaneously handle both the textual and spatial aspects of the 
documents makes existing geographic  search  engines inefficient inanswering geographic queries.  In this  paper,
we  propose  an  efficient index,  called  IR-tree,  that together  with  a  top-k document searchalgorithm facilitates 

four major tasks in document searches, namely, 1) spatial filtering, 2) textual filtering, 3) relevance computation, 
and 4) document ranking in a fully integrated manner. In addition, IR-tree allows searches to adopt different weights 
on textual and spatial relevance of documents at the runtime and thus caters for a wide variety of applications. A set 
of comprehensive experimentsover a wide range of scenarios has been conducted and the experiment results 
demonstrate that IR-tree outperforms the state-of-theart approaches for geographic document searches. 
 
2. Retrieving top-k prestige-based relevant spatial web objects . From This Paper we Referred- 
 
The location-aware keyword query returns ranked objects that are near a query location and that have textual 
descriptions that match query keywords. This query occurs inherently in many types of mobile and traditional web 
services and applications, e.g., Yellow Pages and Maps services. Previous work considers the potential results of 
such a query as being independent when ranking them. However, a relevant result object with nearby objects that are 
also relevant to the query is likely to be preferable over a relevant object without relevant nearby objects. The paper 
proposes the concept of prestige-based relevance to capture both the textual relevance of an object to a query and the 
effects of nearby objects. Based on this, a new type of query, the Location-aware top-k Prestige-based Text retrieval 
(LkPT) query, is proposed that retrieves the top-k spatial web objects ranked according to both prestige-based 
relevance and location proximity. We propose two algorithms that compute LkPT queries. Empirical studies with 
real-world spatial data demonstrate that LkPT queries are more effective in retrieving web objects than a 
previousapproach that does not consider the effects of nearby objects; andthey show that the proposed algorithms 
are scalable and outperforma baseline approach significantly. 
 
3. Efficient retrieval of the top-k most relevant spatial web objects. From This Paper we Referred- 
 
The conventional Internet is acquiring a geo-spatial dimension. Web documents are being geo-tagged, and geo-
referenced objects such as points of interest are being associated with descriptive text documents. The resulting 
fusion of geo-location and documents enables a new kind of top-k query that takes into account both location 
proximity and text relevancy. To our knowledge, only naive techniques exist that is capable of computing a general 
web information retrieval query while also taking location into account. This paper proposes a new indexing 
framework for location aware top-k text retrieval. The framework leverages the inverted file for text retrieval and 
the R-tree for spatial proximity querying. Several indexing approaches are explored within the framework. The 
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framework encompasses algorithms that utilize the proposed indexes for computing the top-k query, thus taking into 
account both text relevancy and location proximity to prune the search space. Results of empirical studies with an 
implementation of the framework demonstrate that the paper’s proposal offers scalability and is capable of excellent 
performance. 
 
    4. Location aware type ahead search on spatial databases: emetics and efficiencies. From This Paper we 
Referred- 
 

Users often  search  spatial  databases  like  yellow  page  data  using  keywords to and businesses near their 
current  location.  Such  searches  are  increasingly  being  performed from mobile devices.  Typing the entire 
query is cumbersome   and   prone   to errors, especially from mobile phones. We address this  problem by  

introducing type-ahead search functionality on spatial databases. Like keyword search on spatial data, type-ahead 
search needs to be location-aware, i.e., with every letter being typed, it needs to return spatial objects whose names 
(or descriptions) are valid completions of the query string typed so far, and which rank highest in terms of proximity 
to the user's location and other static scores. Existing solutions for type-ahead search cannot be used directly as they 
are not location-aware. We show that a straight-forward combination of existing techniques for performing type-
ahead search with those for performing proximity search perform poorly. We propose a formal model for query 
processing cost and develop novel techniques that optimize that cost. Our empirical evaluations on real and synthetic 
datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst work on 
location-aware type-ahead search. 
 
5. Locating mapped resources in web 2.0,” in Proc. IEEE 26th Int. Conf. Data. From This Paper we 
Referred- 
 
Mapping mashups are emerging Web 2.0 applications in which data objects such as blogs, photos and videos 
fromdifferent sources are combined and marked in a map using APIsthat are released by online mapping solutions 
such as Googleand Yahoo Maps. These objects are typically associated witha set of tags capturing the embedded 
semantic and a set ofcoordinates indicating their geographical locations. Traditionalweb resource searching 
strategies are not effective in such anenvironment due to the lack of the gazetteer context in the tags.Instead, a better 
alternative approach is to locate an object by tag matching. However, the number of tags associated with each object 
is typically small, making it difficult for an object to capture the complete semantics in the query objects. In this 
paper, we focus on the fundamental application of locating geographical resources and propose an efficient tag 
centric query processing strategy. In particular, we aim to finds a set of nearest co-located objects which together 
match the query tags. Given the fact that there could be large number of data objects and tags, we develop an 
efficient search algorithm that can scale up in terms of the number of objects and tags.Further, to ensure that the 
results are relevant, we also propose a geographical context sensitive geo-tf-idf ranking mechanism. Our 
experiments on synthetic data sets demonstrate its scalability while the experiments using the real life data set 
confirm its practicality. 
 

III.GOALS AND OBJECTIVE 
  

Goals: The goal is to rank the methods, so we only report here on the binary comparisons that allowed us to 
determine the ordering of the four methods (excluding redundant comparisons).Our current goals are to allow 
explicit queries, and to rank document results with the objective of maximizing the coverage of all the in the spatial 
database, while minimizing redundancy in a short list of the best keyword search. A keyword cover of keyword that 
is the word related to that keyword, and cover keyword is called to be the best keyword for the search find’s 
valuable search and ranking, without interrupting the conversation flow, thus ensuring the usability of our system.  
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Our treatment of nearest neighbor search falls in the general topic of spatial keyword search, which has also given 
rise to several alternative problems. A complete survey of all those problems goes beyond the scope of this paper. 
Below we mention several representatives, but interested readers can refer to for a nice survey Specifically, aiming 
at an IR flavor, the approach of computes the relevance between the documents of an object p and a query q. This 
relevance score is then integrated with the Euclidean distance between p and q to calculate an overall similarity of p 
to q. The few objects with the highest similarity are returned. In this way, an object may still be in the query result, 
even though its document does not contain all the query keywords. 
 

IV.PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
 
1.  Shortest Path Algorithm 
1. For each  Location L in Map   
1. Label L as new location  
2. Set δ(L) = &infin  
3. Set source(L) as undefined  
2. Set δ(o) = 0  
3. While any vertex is Unburned  
1. Call the new location place with smallest &delta value u  
2. Label u as existing  
3. For each neighbor L of u  
1. If δ(u) + w(u,n) < &delta(n)  
1. Set δ(L) = δ(u) + w(u,L)  
2. Set source(n)=u  
4. End  
 
 
2. Brute force Algorithm: 
The closest pair of points can be computed in O(n2)  time by performing a  brute force search. To do that, one could 
compute the distances between all the n(n − 1) / 2 pairs of points, then pick the pair with the smallest distance, as 
illustrated below. 
 
Step1: Assign initial minDist = radius (range for search region) 
Step2: Iterate through location coordinates. 
Step3: Assign first location Pas longitude and latitude of first     
       Location and second location Q as longitude and latitude       
      For second location 
Step4: Calculate distance between P and Q. 
Step5: If distance < minDist then 
 { 
    minDist = dist(p, q) 
        closestPair = (p, q)  
   
   Return closest Location 
} 
Step 5: Display closet location for user  
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V.ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
Fig. System Architecture 

 
The below figure  gives idea about system architecture. A query comprising of a query area and an arrangement of 
query catchphrases. Each recuperated thing is associated with watchwords critical to the query catchphrases and is 
close to the query territory. The equivalence between reports is associated with evaluate the significance between 
two plans of watchwords. Since it is likely no individual article is associated with all query watchwords, some 
distinctive works intend to recoup different things which together cover all query catchphrases. Framework 
discovers real issues like: 1)cover all query keywords, 2) have least between items separation and 3) are near a query 
area. The goal of the interface is to give purpose of interest information (static and component ones) with, no not 
exactly, a territory, some necessaries qualities and open slight components . In solicitation to give those information, 
the section that executes the interface uses the aide database information to discover and demonstrate purpose of 
interest (POI) or to pick a POI as course way point and top pick. This part not just gives seek functionality to the 
neighborhood database additionally an approach to associate outside web index to this segment and upgrade the hunt 
criteria and the rundown of results. 
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VI. RESULT 
 
 

 
It ranks the result of user query on the basis of thee evidence that is  rating, review, rank. So it will help to retrieve 
exact or relevant search for user query. The Result of System is that optimal result  of Searching  mainly you search 
a place of any City then nearby All location Such as Temple ,Logging, Hospital, Hotel.  
They are Also Seen that How Rout are near to travel. Main Result is Improvement of On their Site in Area of the 
time  And  flexibility And More comfortable  Used. The main Aim of this system is that Find shortest Distance 
between Two Location. For Example Pune Search Area of kalyani nagar And nearest Hostipal in kalyani nagar. 
The data used in system can either be from internet or it will be manually added. As keyword increases it is not 
affect on search of data. The relevant data as per requirement of user can be generate. The recommendation of object 
is given to user by Brute force Algorithm. The  list generated which is dynamic in nature which shows most visited 
object first. So user know which is best in list.  
         From analysis chart we can conclude the efficiency of our proposed algorithms. The nearest neighbor of user’s 
search is main problem. As the no of keywords cannot affect on system. The graph generated is basically on no of 
nearest  neighbor  found using proposed algorithms and KNNE algorithm. The accuracy range of proposed 
algorithm is much more as compared to previous one. 
 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
 
As we compare to on there site Just like to Just Dial,mainly they are Search with the proposed Algorithms, user  
Find the Shortest  Distances  between the two point. The main Conclusion is that best way to search and find the 
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location in less time. As Consequence number of candidate are search without  access the Current location. And 
searching point are very easy. And mainly they are Searching from one point of location and search that another 
places such as the Atm, hospital etc.  As nearest location.  Existing Algorithms is KNN which is Also Find Shortest 
path nut they are only Seen the shortest Distances. Not seen  shortest Path. Only given as result is shortest Distance 
Example Going to pune to Indore shortest Distance is 12.6 distances. The baseline algorithm requires for generation 
of candidate keyword. The proposed algorithms used for searching purpose. It helps for different processing 
strategy, i.e., searching local best solution for each object in a certain query keyword. System ranks the result of user 
query on the basis of thee evidence that is rating, review, rank. So it will help to retrieve exact or relevant search for 
user query. Calculated the Shortest part From Location And the Show in the Map There Actual Location. Actual 
shortest Route Will Show in the Map.  Further Scope is the Time Complexity And increases the Area of project. 
Area of project is that mainly means that increase the Number of City And Area of that City. System can add more 
keywords as per daily requirements of user.  
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